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Playwrig ht Edward All bee lectu res on censorship
•Two Puget Sound
students get the chance
to act under Aihee
BY SARA FREEMAN
A&E Editor
Edward Albee, who ranks among
Eugene O'Neil,Tennessee Williams
and Arthur Miller as one of the great
American playwrights, begins his
visit to the University of iPuget
Sound with a lecture on the topic of
"Censorship in the Arts."
Prior to his arrival, a Wednesday
showing of the Elizabeth TaylorRichard Burton film re-make of
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Who's Afraid
V

GREAT IMERICAN PLAYWRIGHT Edward Albee will lecture on "Censorship in the Arts" Thursday
in the Inside Theatre.

of Virginia Woolf

primed students for the author's lecture. Theatre professor John Rindo
lead students in a discussion of the
text, which he says is "deliberately
ambiguous."
The centerpiece of Albee's visit,
his lecture, takes place on Thursday
at 8 p.m. in the newly remodeled
Inside Theatre. Albee's lecture marks

the formal reopening of the theatre,
which was remodeled between May
and November of 1994.
Scott Weldin, Director of theatre
studies at UPS said of Albee's visit:
"This is a terrific opportunity for
the entire campus and a memorable
reminder for all of us to aspire to be
the best in our professions."
Albee has been awarded the
Pulitzer Prize in Drama three times
and among many awards has received the Vernon Rice Award a
Drama Critics Award and a Gold
Medal in Drama from the Academy
of Institute of Arts and Letters.
On the Friday after his lecture,
Albod will lunch with President
Pierce and a group of students. Friday afternoon, Albee will conduct a
theatre workshop during which he
will work with two students on a
scene from his play Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?

Jenn Krokower and Clayton
Tejada, both theatre majors, have
been working on the opening scene
see AL BEE page 5

Kappa Alpha Theta to occupy K appa Sigma house
BY TONY CESARJO
News Editor
The Kappa Alpha Theta sorority
received the "go ahead" Jan. 20 to
make its move to Union Avenue
next year, Associate Dean of Students Tom Amorose said. The sorority will move into the University
owned house at 3601 N. 13th St.,
now occupied by the Kappa Sigma
fraternity, at the beginning of the
1995-1996 academic year.
The sorority's corporation board,
a alumni group that oversees the
chapter's money and makes decisions on where the chapter will live,
fmally approved the move last week.
According to Theta President Kathy
Hawley, the board had to wait until
they received a draft of the new
housing contract before they could
approve the move. A draft was not
received by the board until Jan. 11.
"We're all very excited. I feel it
will be a positive change for our
house and a great opportunity for us,
too," Hawley said.
The Dean of Students notified the
campus of the vacancy of the house
in late November last semester.
Kappa Sigma lost the house due to
its failure to meet the occupancy
requirement set by the University.
University policy states that all Greek
organizations must fill their houses
to 90 percent occupancy averaged
over both semesters.
Kappa Sigma has been unable to
meet this requirement for approximately five years.

The Dean of Students office is- and Pi Beta Phi. Inter Varsity Chris- thi house to a 90 percent occupancy
sued an open invitation to the cam- tian Fellowship also submitted an av eraged over both semesters. Both
pus community soliciting applica- application, as well as individuals Ai norose and Kay insisted, howtions for the newly opened space.
ever, that this was not this most
Only applications submitted by the
important factor in the decision.
"The Thetas have a
Dec. 8, 1994 deadline were considHawley asserted that her sorority
ered. Kappa Alpha Theta was chowould fill all 33 living spaces in the
strong track record as
sen from a pool of applicants that
house.
a sorority on campus."
included three other sororities: Delta
A review board, consisting of two
Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma
independent students, two faculty
—Tom Amorose
members and one recent alumnus,
reviewed the applications. No Greek
Robert Stremba, David Kupferman affiliated students sat on the board,
and Sheryl Miller, who suggested explained Kay, to help alleviate bi•With Kappa Alpha Theta,
various uses of the structure.
ases.
currently located in SchiffHall,
"There were many proposals that
"I wantud four non-personally inmoving to Union Avenue, plans
were
intiguing
and
offered
great
benterested
parties who were fair, obon what to do with the vacant
efits to the University, but the Theta jective, and able to sit back and look
space are being discussed. Acproposal was the most thorough and at the situation on campus while
cording toAmorose, the current
specific," Amorose said. "The The- evaluating the applications on their
plan is to use the facility to detas also have a strong track record as merit given the criteria that was
velopan "Adventure Education"
a sorority on campus."
clearly set out," Kay said. "The boand
theme hail.Sucha hall, designed
Dean of Students Judith Kay con- came to a fair, impartial outcome. I
primarily for freshmen, would
curs, citing the sorority's applica- think they did an excellent job and
allow students living in the hail
tion as "stellar." "The first choice there was no bias to the Greek systo have available to them prowas
clearly the Thetas. They had a tem in the outcome." According to
gramming that would involve
very strong application," Kay said.
Kay, the Board unanimously recomouldoorexperiences such as hikApplicants had to meet specific mended that the sorority be the new
ing and backpacking.
criteria established by the Dean of occupants of the house.
Students and Residential Programs
"There was a group of women
•Kappa Sigma will also make
offices. The criteria called for the who put a lot of hard work into this
a move next year. The fraternity
new occupants to promote a "living- (the move) and we really appreciate
will move into three campuslearning" environment where resi- all that they did," Hawley said.
owned houses onAlderandl7th
dents could combine intellectual
According to Amorose, there are
streets. According to Amorose,
pursuits with interpersonal issues. no major renovations planned for
two of the houses are located on
The new occupants should also ap- the facility. The sorority will be reAlderand one on the culdesac of
peal
to a variety of interests on cam- ceiving new bedroom furniture, as
17th St. Amorose felt that the
pus
while
promoting the mission of outlined in the new Greek furniture
houses would better fit the
the
University
as a premier liberal plan developed last year, which states
smaller fraternity which is still
artscollege. Thefmalcriterionstated that each chapter that fills its house
"a valuable part of campus."
a need for the new occupants to fill to 90 percent occupancy will receive

approximately $5000 per year.
"We are just getting that money
up front," Hawley said. "The University is trying to make everything
equal, and we won't get that money
every year like everyone else in the
general agreement until the money
is replaced."
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SUB worker dies

z

New area code enacted

suddenly
On Jan. 17, Christine Longstreet,
a staff member who worked in Food
Service, died suddenly of cardiac
arrest. Longstreet had been with the
University for one and one-half years,
working on Union avenue, in the
SUB deli and also in the grill area.
Longstreet, 31, was the mother of
two children, ages eight and twelve.
Longstreet's sudden death has
prompted members of the Counseling Center and the Campus Ministiy
Center to make their services available to staff members. If staff members would like to talk, please contact the Counseling Center at x3372
or Campus Ministry at x3374.

Retiree Corolla dies
Elnore Corolla, a retired staff
member of the University, died recently. Corolla worked as a supply
clerk in the Bookstore from 1971 to
1985 and will be remembered by
both collegues and former students.

A new 360 area code has been setup to serve Western Washington telephone users. The new area code will
affect areas outside the Seattle!
Tacoma/Everett metro area. These
areas will still use the previous 206
area code, and Eastern Washington
areas such as Yakima and Spokane
will retain use of their previous area
code. The new code went into effect
on Jan. 15, but callers have a four
month grace period to become accustomed to the new area cede.

Elections coming
ASUPS election sign-ups are taking place this week. Interested students should sign-up in SUB 210 by
Friday, Jan. 27. The campaign period begins next Monday, Jan. 30,
with the primary election to be held
Feb. 7. Seven senator positions are
available, as are both the President's
and Vice-President's offices. General elections will be Feb. 14-15.
Students are encouraged to exercise
their right to vote.
—Compiled by Tony Cesarlo

3 January 2:30 p.m.

The Bookstore reported the theft of a computer from a storeroom. A
report was filed with the Tacoma Police Department.
11 January 6:35 p.m.

Several residents of a Fraternity reported returning to their rooms to
find personal belongings missing. There was no evidence of forced
entry to the house or rooms. The thefts are currently being investigated by Security Services.
13 January 4:39 p.m.

A student reported his bicycle stolen from a Fraternity bikeroom. The
bicycle was locked to itself.
16 January 12:11 p.m.

A student reported the theft of a bicycle she left locked outside her
residence hall over the break. The bicycle was secured with a U-bolt
style lock.
21 January 1:20 p.m.

A student reported the theft of her bicycle from a university residence. The bicycle was left unsecured in the basement over the break.
Security is currently investigating a burglary attempt to the house that
occurred over the break.
21 January 5:51 p.m.

A non-student reported he was forced off his bicycle while he rode on
North 11th street near the Fieldhouse. The suspect took his bicycle
and rode off in a westerly direction. The incident is being investigated
by the Tacoma Police Department.
22 January 1:52 a.m.

Security responded to a report of a fight outside of a Fraternity.
Tacoma Police responded and arrested a non-student suspect for
assault.
22 January 2:00 a.m.

Security staff observed and recorded numerous alcohol violations that
occurred on Union Ave. during Crossover activities.
Submitted and edited by ToddA. Badham, Director
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of Security.

THE BID DAY celebration held last Sunday marked the end of the sororities' Rush process. Here the
Gamma Phi Beta sorority welcomes its new pledge class in Jones Circle.

Formal Greeks-rush around campus
BY PAM WOOD
Staff Writer
At the conclusion of formal rush
on Sunday, January 22, 234 new
members joined Greek houses on
campus. This year's Rush continues
the downward trend in number of
students in the Greek system.
Each rushee attended parties at all
six houses on the first day of rush. A
process of mutual selection throughout the week narrowed the choice to
two houses on preference day. A
system of bid matching on the final
day matched rushees with Greek
houses.
Before winter break, 99 men had
registered for rush. Nine men fell
below the required 2.0 GPA, and
two men were 'system drops', not
receiving bids from any houses. Aftervoluntary drops, 83 menreceived
bids from houses. Each fraternity
was allowed to give bids to 16 men,
but only three met this quota, according to Ken Kloeppel, the IFC
Rush Chair.
"The numbers are low this year.
There are always fewer guys than
women because of the composition
on campus, but a smaller percentage

of men went through rush than last
year," Kloeppel said.
IFC made a few changes to rush
rules this year to help even the distribution to houses and to dispel any
dirty rushing that may have occurred.
The new rules limited who could
give and accept snap bids. Eligible
houses will continue to give bids
until February 1.
While more women than men
joinedhouses, thenLmbers were still
lower than in previous years. Approximately 223 women had registered before brealç but many dropped
out before or during the week. Nine
women did not meet grades, and 4
others were system drops. By the
endoftheweek, 151 bids weregiven,
setting the quota at 27. Four sororities met this quota.
Amy Korten, Panhellenic Rush
Chair, attributes the lower numbers
to a general declining interest in the
Greek system.
"People are not as interested in
Greek life and they are more involved in other activities," Korten
said. "Improving the overall image
of Greek life is something
Panhellenic will work on next year."
Bruce Clemetsen, Assistant Di-

rector of Residential Programs and
Greek Advisor also sees lower numbers as a national trend. "Greek
systems all over the country have
been declining the past five years.
We are beginning to feel this on our
campus."
Clemetsen said if declining Greek
involvement becomes a trend, houses
will have to look for new ways to
attract members and maintain unive:sity housing requirementr.
"Students want to belong to many
clubs and organizations," he said,
"and some students may not want to
have to over-commit." He also listed
increased costs and a lack of flexibility as possible reasons for students to not join Greek organizations.
"No one is trying to elimü ate the
Greek system," Clemetsen said, "but
the Greek system needs to keep up
with changes in the student body."
Greek membership on this campus has slowly been declining over
the past few years. This year, approximately 35 to 40 percent of the
campus is affiliated with a Greek
organization, compared to 41 percent last year and 44 percent two
years ago.

Fights erupt at Greek parties, arrests follow
BY DAVID FRANZEN
Contributing Editor
This spring's annual Crossover
event and last semester's Kappa
Sigma Christmas Bash both saw violence erupt. Each party was the
scene of a fight. Though unrelated,
both ended with Tacoma Police responding and making arrests.
Saturday night, Jan. 21, police arrived at the Beta Theta Pi fraternity
and arrested one individual. According to Todd Badham, Director of
Security, a fight broke out on the
dance floor inside the house when
two people bumped into one another. The fight then moved to the
lawn outside the house where police
arrested one individual. The primary
victim and the individual arrested
were both non-students, according
to Badharn. Injuries at Saturday's

fight were less severe than those at
the fight last semester.
Crossover is a rush related event
open to all freshman. According to
Chris Trzcinski, Beta Theta Pi president, the fraternity "didn't know all
the freshman," so non-students attracted to the party were able to get
in and the house was over croweded.
"We didn't have any way of controlling it,"Trzcinski said, and stated
that the fraternity will have to come
up with some way to control who
gets into thier house for future crossover parties.
Two students, both members of
the Phi Delta Theta fraternity, were
arrested in connection with the
Christmas Bash fight Dec. 7, 1994.
One student was arrested on the scene
and charged with two counts of
simple assault. The second was arrested and charged with aggravated

assault the following day after the
primary victim, a member of the
Kappa Sigma fraternity, positively
identified his attacker, according to
Badham.
According to members of Kappa
Sigma, the first student arrested was
visibly drunk and vandalized a room
in the house. The fraternity had admitted only invited guests until 8
p.m., but was letting more people in
because the party had run down. One
Kappa Sigma confronted the student
who was vandalizing his room. The
vandal swung at him, but instead hit
a woman standing near by. After a
struggle, the belligerent student was
ejected from the party. The first student then returned with another and
the pair tried to force their way back
into the party. Another struggle ensee ARRESTS page 3

Ten u re debate resolved
BY STEVEN MACLEOD
Staff Writer
The faculty fmalized discussion
and voting on the criteria for tenure
in chapter four of the Faculty Code,
voting 34 to 31 not to add a clause
making "serious violations fo the
standards of professional conduct"
grounds for tenure denial.
The special meeting meeting Tuesday, Dec. 6 concludes over a year
and a half of deliberations and three
separate amendment proposals.
The body quickly skimmed
through formalities, and Jim Evans,
author of the latest proposal, summarized two points already adopted
and explained the rationale behind
the point under discussion.
Evans said the"serious violations"
clause was "supposed to defme circumstances under which people
would be fired. [It's] notnecessarily
a nice tone... but it's important to be
clear."
In addition to the harsh tone, some
faculty thought the amendment was
unnecessary, since the standards are
already covered earlier in the code,
as the clause itself mentions.

Bev Pierson, Biology Department
Chair, also felt that nothing should
be added, but proposed a newly
worded clause to replace the third
part of the "Evan's amendment" that
better expressed the spirit of the statement. Pierson's replacement proposal read: "Faculty are expected to
fulfill their roles and to meet their
professional duties and responsibilities as specified in the Faculty
Code..."
"This is a very neutral statement,"
said Pierson, "It is neither a negative
threat nor an invitation to compile a
list of acceptable behaviors. It is a
statement that we all support, and
the words are taken directly from the
faculty code itself."
Discussion ensued and one rebuttal, by Chemistry Department Chair
Anne Wood, expressed that "this
ultimately returns us to a vague notion" which the first proposal sought
to avoid. Ultimately, however, a paper ballot of 57 yeas to 14 nays
revealed that most agreed with
Pierson's amendment.
Arguments then developed over
whether anything should be added at
all. Some felt that a small reference

to the role of the faculty as outlined
in Chapter I, parts B, C, and D were
appropriate, especially in since the
statement about "personal and professional characteristics" was deleted. Also, such technicalities could
be a saving grace were legal deliberations to spring from a tenure decision.
Others, as John Hanson put it,
were "willing to risk the occasional
scoundrel" in order to preserve a
supportive spirit and reduce technicalities in the tenure review process.
Another paper ballot produced a
closer result, but the final 34 to 31
majority decided against adding any
clause.
The latest proposal on the agenda
was submitted by nine faculty members at the beginning of last semester. At the previous, regularly scheduled meeting in November, the proposal was divided into three separate
sections. The first sections regarding "personal and professional characteristics" and "university service"
as tenure criteria were settled. Debate over the third section, the section rejected by this special meeting,
was tabled due to time restraints (see
the Trail 1 l/l7i4).

Badham said it is Security protocol
to call the police in situations like
this and that, when there is an obvious victim and an attacker is identified, the police are "almost obligated to make an arrest."
In response to the fight, Kappa
Sigma President Johnny Kopricanec
said, "there is no animosity between
the two houses (Kappa Sigma and
Phi Delta Theta). This was an isolated incident." Kopricanec also
noted that the suspects were under
the influence of intoxicants at the
time of the conflict.
Dean of Students Judith Kay said
she was "gravely concerned" about
the role alcohol played in the incidents.

"All the ingredients for violence
to erupt are present when you have
large groups of people drinking,"
Kay said.
Kay also states that she could not
commenton any disciplinary actions
taken against students involved, but
she said that "The integrity code
makes it clear that violent actions
are not acceptable on campus." Kay
does not think these two fights indicate a trend toward violence within
the Greek system saying that "no
group on campus who has this mix
(large groups of people and alcohol)
can guarantee this can't happen,"
and "we could go three years without another fight or we could have
another fight next week."

z
OPEN FOkUMS
campus events
tIl

'A lecture titled 'Interdependence and Karma' will be presented by Elisabeth Benard,
candidate for an Asian Studies position, at 4:00 p.m. Friday, January 27.
'Walter Mosofy, author of Devil in a Blue Dress, a soon to be released Tn-Star film starring
Denzel Washington, will be speaking on 'Black Male Heroes at 8:00 p.m., January 31 in the
Great Hal. Mmission is free with a UPS ID. There will be book signing and a reception
afterwards.
"Shoehorn' serves as a canversation between two artists of a Sal & Pepper Entertainment
team. By utilizing tap darrcmg, jazz saxophone, humor novelty acts and new vaudeville 'bits,'
their relationship toudies upon issues of racism, culture, violence, and BlaclWlhitelJewish
relatiocehipe in America. It will be presented at 8:00 p.m., Thursday, February 2 in Kilworth.
Tickets are $2 with a UPS ID. Those with questions should call Wayne at X3719.
'Study Abroed opportunities in Asia, Australia, & Europe are available through the Institute of
EuropeanfAsian Studies. Those interested in learmng about these UPS-sponsored programs
and meeting returning students should attend the meeting at 4:00 p.m., Thursday, February
2 in SUB 101. Questions? Call X3652.
'Women may learn sal defense and empowerment skills from 1:00-5:00 p.m., Saturday,
February 4. Contacting Residential Programs at X3317 for details.
'Kitteredge Gallery presents paintings by Paula Overbay and mixed media by Laruie LeClair
through February 19. The hours of this free gallery are Monday-Friday, 10:00am. to 4:00
p.m. and Sunday, 1:00-4:00 p.m.

Interested in learning the
ways of
'EWSWRITING?

ARRESTS from page 2
sued in the foyer now involving a
number of people including students
and alumni. The melee moved outside at this point. One member of
Kappa Sigma, Brian Wharton, reportedly tried to reason with the student who arrived after the initial
incident inside the house, and was
hit at least three times andwasthe
worst injured victim of the fight.
Security was dispatched to the
scene at 11:48 p.m. Badham stated
that the suspects were "highly agitated" and made threatening advances toward full time and student
staff. Security called for Tacoma
Police and also called for medical
aid because of injuries sustained by
those involved in the struggle.
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Come to the Trail's

NEWS W1ITIN& SEf"\IN17
Thur-s. Feb. 2 at 8 p.m.
Tony & David, the Trail's very own News Editor &
Senior Editor will lead discussion about how to write in
news format.,, then stay for the Trail's General Meeting
and be assigned to cover a story!
It's FUN! It's EASY!
S.e your narns in print! And gat paid for if!

CALL

759-57 1 1 And Get One of our Terrific Deals
Below Delivered in 30 Mm. or Less - In Fact,
You Could Even Call

NAI<ED
$4.63
Med 1 Item
Pizza
Plus
Free Coke

2519 North Proctor

756-505Z
frion-Sat: i/am to 9pm
Sun. %pm to 9pm
Student Discountsl
food to Cro No

141S6

NA

it$

PiZZA
TiME

$5.56
Large 1 Item
Pizza
Plus
Free Coke

759-571 I
Open Late Every Night
Z4Hours on
Friday and Saturday
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z Joined at the Head perplexes,
but does not disappoint
z

1
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BY SARA FREEMAN

A&E Editor
For being billed as a comedy,
Joined at theHeadisn't avety funny

play. In fact, it is an extremely sentimental piece with a rather unsophisticated plot which concerns the
spiritual connection between two
women, both named Maggie. The
death of one Maggy from cancer
exorcises the other Maggie of her
cancerous father's ghost.
But before this review continues
any further, a distinction must be
made. Tacoma Little Theatre's production of Joined at the Head is
quite excellent. The integrity of the
cast shines through the faulty script.
Kudos to director Peter Lowell as I
was impressed with the talent gath.
ered in TLT's auditorium. Nancy
Wilkinson, who plays the dying
Maggy, had an especially preternatural glow that illuminated the
stage. Mary J0 Blumenshein did creative and original things with her
role as the other Maggie. I appreciated the idiosyncratic gestures
Blumenshein created and trusted her
as a narrator, though I disliked her
character immensely.

\, MUSIC
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The ensemble, which included
UPS alum Grey Mitchem, was fmely
tuned and consistently funny - especially Matthew Schmall as the
Crystal Salesman. Tim Hoban as
Jim Buroughs, the link between the
two Maggies, had an unsympathetic
monologue to deliver, but upheld his
end of the trio of main characters
well.
Now the script, on the other hand,
had none of the strengths of the cast.
It did not glow, it was not crisp, its
humor was pathetic and most importantly, it was obvious from the moment the play began that it was traveling to a tiresome and cliched conclusion.
The plot is simple: Maggie
Mulroney, now a famous writer, returns to Boston, where she went to
high school and where she was when
her father died, for a book signing.
Once she's in Boston, Maggie receives a call from her high school
boyfriend, Jim. She thinks she's
headed for a reminiscent romantic
rendezvous whenJim announces that
he's married to a woman, coincidentally, named Maggy who was a year
behind them in high school and who
Maggie will, obviously, love.

As it happens, Maggie does indeed love Maggy. But the plotthickens when Jim announces that his
wife has cancer, which hits too close
to home for Maggie, whose father
died of cancer when she was 18. The
rest of the play traces Maggie's
growth as a person as she learns to
deal with the loss of her father
through the equally painful loss of
Maggy.
If it were left at this, Joined at the
Head would be a sappy exercise in
pop psychology, but author
Catherine Butterfield pushed the
envelope. Her play is pap confused
with Brechtian addresses to the audience and "fallings out of character" by the characters.
Let me explain ... at the beginning
of the play, Maggie Mulroney presents herself as a narrator, who addresses the audience directly as she
tells the story, conducting the action
between characters which she often
joins as a participant and then freezes
so that she can elucidate.
This is easy enough tounderstand.
But suddenly, mid-way through the
first act, Maggie Mulroney hits a
bump in the road and Maggy
Buroughs jumps out of her freeze
frame and the two character proceed
to have an argument about the nature
of storytelling, narration and truth.
This happens again in the second
act. Why this was done is never clear
- it does not seem to be for a theoretical reason so much as it is to keep
the audience awake - making the
play all the more unenjoyable for its
abrupt internal inconsistencies.
Nevertheless, the cast was strong
enough to demand my attention. I
wish I could have liked the characters as much as I liked the actors.
Meanwhile, Catherine Butterfield
needs to decide whether she wants to
write moving personal dramas or to
experiment with dramatic forms and
do one well... Joined at the Head
was an unsatisfying mix of the two
in need of either more heart or more
theory to redeem it.
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Edward Albee was born in 1928
in Washington, D.C. The adopted
son of Reed and Frances Albee of
New York, Albee was transplanted
into their world of luxury after two
weeks of life, and from then on led a
privileged childhood.
Though he wrote his first play at
age 12, a sex farce that occurred on
an ocean liner, Albee's first serious
play was The Zoo Story. This work,
a play in one scene, premiered offBroadway in 1958 and took the theatre world's breath away by exploring the lurking tribalism and savagery that still exists in well-heeled
modern men.
Before he wrote The Zoo Story,
Albee briefly attended Trinity College in Connecticut and spent ten
years living and working fringe jobs
in Greenwich Village tosupporthimself while he wrote.
Albee's sizeable body of work,

The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, Tiny
Alice and Seascape, has secured him

a place as one of the major dramatic
authors of the twentieth century, a
writer unafraid to put a viscous edge
on American realism and to be a
pioneer of the American theatre of
the absurd.

including TheDeath ofBessie Smith,

TheSandbox, TheAmerican Dream,
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,

Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,

which premiered in 1962, won both
the New York Drama Critic's Circle
Award and the Tony Award for Best
Play. A Delicate Balance, which
came out in 1966, won the Pulitzer
Prize for Drama. In 1967 Albee was
awarded an honorary doctorate in
literature from Emerson College in
Boston.
Albee's latest work, and third
Pulitzer Prize winner, Three Tall
Women, opened in 1994 on Broadway and is written up as a "comeback" that "signals [Albee's] triumphant return to New York theatre
and to the acclaim that was his 30
years ago."

"Is the play offensive: I certainly hope zo; it is my intention to off'nd
—as well as to amuse and entertain. Is itnihilistic, immoral, defeatist? ... et
me answer that it is a picture of our time - as I see it, of course. Every
honest work is a personal, private yowl, a statement of one's individual
pleasure and pain but Ihope that TheAmericanDream is something more
than that. Ihope it transcends the personal and private, and has something
to do with the anguish of us all."
—Albee on The American Dream
"Martha: Well, Daddy knows how to run things.
Nick (not enough enthusiasm): He's a remarkable man.
Martha: You bet your sweet life.
George (to Nick ... a confidence, but not whispered): Let me tell you a
secret, baby. There are easier things in the world, if you happen to be
teaching at university, there are easier things than being married to the
daughter of the president of that university. There are easier things in this
world."
—Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

Liar's Club drops dead while Bettie Serveert soaks in Palomine

BY MIKE COLE
Music Reviewer

•Well, the Liar's Club is atit again,
supposedly for the last time. That's
right, Tacoma's favorite pop band is
dead. Or so they say. Pictures of
them in their coffms, as well as a
press kit mourning them would indicate so (wink-wink, nudge-nudge).
Whatever the state of the band, Drop
Dead is a great album. This is Liar's
Club's fourth, following Where Sinners Meet from 1990, Headful of
Stars in 1991 and Evolution 9 in
1993. You may remember, fondly or
not, the syrupy sweet "Espresso Girl"
song that was on the radio all the
time for a while. That was Liar's
Club. Drop Dead does just what
they are best at - melodic, clever,
well-played rock. The album has a
kind of old-fashioned feel to it, not

because of any retro musical tendencies but because it doesn't have any
hint of being "alternative" or "indie."
It's just good rock. Liar's Club play
like they,
play, whichmakes the music
onDrop Dead unself-conscious and
refreshing. Eighties style guitar in
"King of Words", "My Heroin(e)"
and other songs is unabashed and
fun. Acoustic songs like "Good
News" and "Uncharted Territory"
never have the "unplugged" attitude
that other bands give their acoustic
songs (and Liar's Club knows that
playing acoustic needs a little different style than playing with an amp).
As for lyrical content, Drop Dead is
great. Like any Liar's Club there are
many songs about love, and unrequited, bittersweet, dreamy or whatever, they're all good. There are other
topics, too. Youth, drugs, dancing,
the now ubiquitous "alternative"
basher... whatever the subject, wit
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and feeling are at their height here.
Combined with the lovely (yes,
lovely) singing of Jayson Jarmon
and Scott McPherson, these songs
make up a wonderful album.

You can't judge a CD by
its cover (or so they tell
me, but I don't think they
get the same CDs I do) ...
The bonus live track of Liar's Club
at Jazz Alley in Seattle is just icing
on the cake. If any band in Tacoma
deserves a multi-million dollar major label contract, it's these guys.
Too bad they're dead.
•1 have to be honest - Bettie
Serveert's (the name means "Bettie
served", it comes from a Dutch tennis video) last album, Palomine, is
one of my all-time favorites; almost
as soon as I was done listening to it

I anxiously looked forward to their
next album. So when Lamprey
showed up in my mail last week, I
was pretty dam excited. I was also
expecting quite a lot from it. I could
tell the album would be different
from Palomine just by the cover.
Things bookalot more polished now.
The band photo is in focus this time,
and they actually look like they were
ready to have their picture taken. No
greasy hair or unsightly blemishes
here. You can't judge a CD by its
cover (or so they tell me, but I don't
think they get the same CDs I do),
though, so of course I had to listen.
Lamprey is still Bettie Serveert, but
a polished, professionally produced
Bettie Serveert. Carol van Dijk's
vocals still soar. Peter Visser's guitar still rambles at times. Herman
Bunskoeke seems to have learned a
few more bass lines, but I guess he's
entitled. Lamprey isn't so raw as

Palomine, but that's OK, the songs

here are strong anyway. "Keepsake",
the first track, stands out. Its "I
sometimes feel so clear" line feels
like an answer to "Palomine"s
"sometimes I feel so scared." I think
that's the key. Lamprey feels like a
band more in control ofits music and
its future. That would explain why
"Totally Freaked Out" doesn't feel
freakedout. That would also explain
the confidence the band takes in denouncing the way the music scene
feeds off itself like "the sucking
mouth of a lamprey" (the source of
the album'stitle) in "Re-feel-it." This
new attitude does make this album a
bit more mellow than the last, but
songs like "Something SoWild"and
"Ray Ray Rain" show that Bettie
Serveert is a damn fine band. I'm not
sure if it knocks Palomine out of its
place in my heart, but Lamprey is
sure worth owning.

Devil with a Blue Dress and
Denzel Washington
ZOE GOLLOGLY
A&E Assistant
Walter Mosley will deliver one of
his favorite lectures, "Black Male
Heroes," to the UPS campus next
week.
Mosley is one in a lineup of speakers who arecoming to UPS as part of
Black Fire: The Year of the African
American, and his speech kicks off a
series of presentations that will continue through February, which is
Black History Month.
Walter Mosley is a black mystery
writer. His importance was suggested
by Bill Clinton's statement that,
along with One Hundred Years of
Solitude, Mosley's Easy Rawlin's

series is at the top of his favorite
book list. With or without the
President's endorsement, Walter
Mosley's reputation is based on engaging stories that mix themes of
racism, city-life and the role of the
Black American.
As a Black-Jewish-American
mystery writer, Walter Mosley has
few peers. Before his writing career,
Mosley programmed computers for
Mobil Oil. Mosley remembers writing the sentence, "On hot, sticky
days in southern Louisiana the fire
ants swarm," as the inspiration to his
writing career.
After the fire ants, he just kept on
writing. Mosley became a figurehead as a Black American who has

infiltrated the writing genres ofmystery, western, and romance.
Why don't more Black Americans write mystery novels? Mosley
says, "In a white publishing world
there's been a kind of prejudice that
black people don't read. And if they
do read, they read what white people
read - therefore there's not a great
interest [in publishing black writers]."
Born and raised in L.A., and currently residing in New York City,
Mosley is a lecturer connected to the
humor and irony of big-city life.
"I like the [West] Village. It's
hard to be conspicuous here. The
other day I saw a guy in a three-piece
business suit and another guy on all
fours in a jockstrap. Then I noticed
that they were connected by a dog
leash. You have to fight to stand out
in this neck of the woods," Mosley
said.
Mosley uses his eclectic city experience as the background for many
of his novels. One Mosley's objectives in the Easy Rawlin's series is
to "map the development of Los
Angeles from a kind of a sleepy
place to the sprawling metropolis it
is today."
Mosley's lecture will begin at 8:00
p.m. on Tuesday, January31 in the
Great Hall. Free admission with
UPS ID and $2 for general public.
There will be a reception and book
signing to follow.

ALBEE from front page

from Virginia Woolf since before Christmas
break. In the scene, George and Martha, the
two main characters, come home from a
party and launch into a fighl..as per normal.
Krokower, a senior, is both thrilled and
scared to get a chance to be directed by
Albee:
"At first I was extraordinarily excited,"
she said. "But over break, I've become nothing but terrified. Still, for me and anyone
who hears about it, it sounds like an impressive project."
The UPS theatre department's resident
specialist in theatre history, literature and
criticism, Professor Geoff Proehl says that
Virginia Woolf is a great play and the one for
which Albee is best known.
"The qualities that make Virginia Woolf
great are the language," he said, "the philosophy of the play, the "look deep" into really a kind of vivisection - of an American
marriage, and, it's kind of a sidenote, but he
picks up on a theme of American family
drama - that of the child, the lost child, the
dead child. In Virginia Woolf there's a tremendous combination of honesty and of
compassion at the same time - there's a kind

Camille

I;

Sexual Personae.
Art and Decadence from
Nefertiti to Emily
Dickinson
Vintage Books 1991

BY SARA FREEMAN
A&E Editor
You've heard the hype about this
book. Camille Paglia is a guerrilla
academic. She draws parallels between Lord Byron and Elvis Presley,
Emily Dickinson and the Marquis de
Sade. She's audacious and fast-paced
and dangerous.
Like Paglia's cultural metaphors,
Sexual Personae is an interesting
hybrid: a crazy quilt of witty comments about everyone fromMadonna
to Michelangelo combined with a
very serious humanities professor
program of defming atheoiyofdecadent art that will clarify poets like
Keats, Shelley and Emily Bronte
and revitalize for American curricula
such writers as Baudelaire,
Swinburne and Sade.
Unfortunately, to get to understand Paglia's theories, you have to
be willing to put in the long haul with
this book. It appears to me that most
people aren't willing to do this - as
can be seen from the tremendous
critical focus on what, in the first
chapters of the book, appears to be

of love there."
In his promotional literature, Albee himself defmes a good play as one "with something to say and the ability to say it," while
holding that "a play should bring its audience some special sense of awareness of the
times, alter and shape that awareness in
some significant manner."
Albee's plays alter perception by exposing layers of the American psyche using
what Proehi refers to as "cutting language"
and by exploiting what seems tobe common
life but is really out-of-the-ordinary.
For this reason, Krokower is a fan of both
Virginia Woolf andAlbee's otherbestknown
play The Zoo Story.
"I've always loved The Zoo Story because it's sick and twisted," Krokower said.
"The same thing happens in Virginia Woolf.
It starts off and it's hilarious but by the end
it's disgusting - it tunis into black comedy
and your heart is pounding and you're wondering why you were laughing at the beginmng."
Admission to Albee's lecture is free with
a ticket. Tickets are available at the infonnation center for those with a student ID.
Seating is limited, so availability of tickets
is minimal.

Paglia's anti-feminist stance.
In truth, reading Sexual Personae
becomes pleasurable only when you
are firmly into the book's frame of
reference. Paglia's introduction style
is too blunt and choppy, too cocky to
be trusted and too full of generalizations for comfort.
It is fmally in Chapter 6, titled
"Spenser and Apollo" - Paglia's
analysis of the Brit. Lit. fave The
Faerie Queene - that this work
moves into high gear. The other high
points of the book are Paglia's excellent chapters on the writing of the
Marquis de Sade , Oscar Wilde and
Emily Dickinson. In these tightlywritten chapters, Paglia offers perceptive, close readings of the oeuvres
of Sade, Wilde and Dickinson, who
are more complex than their wellknown mass-media personas of
sexual sadist, homosexual wit and
reclusive Protestant spinster.
Underneath Paglia's specific criticism runs her theory of decadence
(hence the subtitle). Paglia, who
teaches Humanities at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia, traces
through the course of western history cycles of Apollonian and
Dionysian conflict played out in the
arts. Paglia argues that all the greatest achievements of western society
come from the thrust of Apollonian
order, whichdemands classification,
purity, visual understanding and
objectification and is aligned with
the male or masculine principle.
Meanwhile, if the nature of the
Apollonian is order and visual distance, Paglia equates thefeniale principle with the Dionysian, orcthonian

(a term Paglia borrows from scholar
Jane Harrison), with liquidity, overweening fertility bordering on rot
and the primal sea from which we all
emerged.
All of this is quite heady and as
ridiculous as the snide jokes I itherited from the Trail staff my freshman year about the words "thicket"
and "moist"being "feminh e" words.
I feel the same way about Paglia's
repeated use of the phrases "wombtomb" and "enclosed bowers:" Every time I read them I have the uncontrollable urge to snigger. Unfortunately, however, some people take
these phrases very seriously, and
this is where Paglia gets into trouble
with feminists. Paglia comes down
firmly on the side of Apollonian
culture. In essence her controversial, though not at all novel, statement is that all culture is male even when women help make it.
Simplified, man = culture, woman
=nature; an old, old refrain.
It would be impossible to condense Paglia's many-layered theories in a short review, but I will say
one thing: She is brave. She's willing to aim straight for the heart of
literature and our cultural shyness at
some of the imagery in our cannon.
If Paglia would reduce the antagonism of her first five chapters and
quit quoting the pedantic literary
criticism of Harold Bloom, author of
The Closing of the American Mind,
Sexual Personae would be one of

the fastest-moving books of literary
criticism I've read. As it stands, it's
a book that niust be read as if"a'ching for buried treasure.

We invite you to explore these
Counseling Center Groups
en to interested UPS students this semester

k

J(k

There are openings in our ongoing therapy groups for:

General Co-ed Therapy
Mondays 3 - 4:30

Living Beyond Food
Tuesdays 4-5:30

Children of Alcoholics
Day/Time TBA

Sobriety Support Group
Tuesdays 5:45 - 7:15

and in these campus groups co-sponsored with
Residential Programs:

As Is

Understanding Sexuality

Gay, lesbian, bisexual &
transgender student support
Info: Donn Marshall x3372
Sheryl Miller x3317

Informative events to facilitate
gender and sexual identity exploration
Info: Allison Hoffman 761-9074
Geoff Bateman x4068

We are also taking sign-u ps for the groups below. If you 'd be
interested in:
Men's Support Group Creativity Group Grief and Loss

great
scores...

EE

S M

FROErM

C7A]T

got a higher score

KAPLAN

call: 1-800-KAP-TEST for
classes on campus at UPS

I

Managing Anxiety

Older Students Support

let us know by coming to SUB 216 and leaving us your
schedule.
• All Counseling Center Services are free to UPS students and are
strictly confidential • Call us at 756-3372 or stop by SUB 216 for more
detailed info. • Group leader(s) may ask to meet with you individually.
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The good, the bad, and the really bad

he 1995 ilonors Film Sris

A retrospective of holiday films by someone who has seen too many

Women
write, direct,
produce, and
act in films
from around
the world

BYJEN1IIFER WONG
Contributing Editor
I'm not sure whether to laugh or
cry over this holiday season's cinematic offerings. Usually those
sneaky Hollywood types strategically release all the best movies in
December just in time for the Academy Awards. Sadly, this December
the good movies never appeared.
However, after experiencing feelings of envy for real movie reviewers—who get to do top ten lists and
retrospectives—I decided to do my
own little holiday film retrospective, despite the pain of remembering some of the junk I watched. Here
it is:
•It started out well. Red, the final
film in Krzystof Kieslowski's fabulous Three Colors trilogy, was released in Seattle, and naturally I forwent my fmals studying to see it.
Kieslowski continues (and concludes, he claims) his examination
of the themes in The Double Life of
Veronique: fate, coincidence, and
the loneliness of modern European
life. As usual, Kieslowski raises
more questions than he answers, but
the sheer beauty of the cinematography in Red almost creates the impression of a painting; he clearly
considers himself an artist in control
of a serious and important medium.
There is a more marked emphasis
upon the color scheme than in White,
though still restrained. And the music is a tense, gorgeous underscore to
an intriguing and original plotline.
•The previews for The Beans of
Egypt, Maine were much, much better than the movie itself. The story
rambled and made no sense, the characters were unsympathetic, the ending was completely incomprehensible, and, as my friend Arin pointed
out, someone who looks like Kelly
Lynch—manicured nails, perfect
teeth—would never have been raised
in a backwoods trailer park. Martha
Plimpton was good in an extremely
shallow role. However, bad as it
was, nothing could be as bad as...
•. . . Speechless. Geena Davis and
Michael Keaton have sunk to new
lows, in a film which I am embarrassed to admit that I've seen. Actually, the problem was not necessarily the acting; it was the screenplay.
Toward the end, it was literally torture to listen to some of the lines.
The fmal scene was particularly absurd: Keaton's character interrupts
a election victory party by playing a
cheesy Spanish song over the loudspeakers, and then swings from the
balcony on a piece of crepe paper as
Davis looks on in admiration. Spare
me. It was all I could do to keep from
wailting out.
•I'm always a little skeptical of
movies promoted as morality tales
that will teach us all important lessons about ourselves. Nell is a good
example of this. Unfortunately, Jodie
Foster will almost certainly getnominated as Best Actress for her role as
the wild child who displays innocence and ingenuousness in a flawed

world. Does she deserve the Oscar?
In my opinion, no. Despite her efforts to perfect her wild child semiEnglish speech, and her willingness
to rip off all of her clothes to skinny
dip by moonlight (sickening evidence that female nudity sells, even
in a morality tale), her performance
still was not compelling. Themovie,
itself isn't compelling, either. The
plot is formulaic, the screenplay is
tedious, and they actually managed
to sneak in a dramatic courtroom
scene. The message is fairly pointless: who doesn't know that society
is messed up? I certainly don't need
a person who has been raised by
wolves to tell me this, and I don't
think anyone else does, either. Besides, the particular group of people
to whom she lectures are on the nice,
normal, healthy end of the scale of
societal evils, which is more than
you can say for the two girls in
.Heavenly Creatures, a New
Zealand film about a real case of
matricide in the 1950's. Director
Peter Johnson extravagantly—but
brilliantly—recreates the story from
the perspective of Pauline and Juliet,
whose friendship becomes so strong
that they will stop at nothing to be
together. Johnson makes the reasons for the murder as obvious as he
can, and it is only after you leave the

THE IMMORTAL GARY
Oldman: brilliant as usual

theater that you realize how insane
these two girls really were. It is a
fascinating, upsetting psychological
study as well as a beautifully-made
film. After such a good movie, I
suppose the next could not help but
fall short; as it happens
•.. .Pret-A -Porter falls way, way
short. Released with the usual Robert Altman hype, including a title
change for us dumb AmericansReady to Wear—this film is insultingly shallow. No doubt Altman
wanted to convey some deep meaning about the fashion industry; unfortunately, I suspect that Altman
has nothing of importance to say
whatsoever. The jokes were cheap
shots, the plotlines were simpleminded and formulaic. Don't be
seduced into thinking that Julia Roberts and Tim Robbins have central
roles; they were obviously included
only to fatten the list of celebrities.
Indeed, Altman seems to feel that a
star-filled, lengthy movie will cover
its otherwise conspicuous lack of
substance; some critics have been
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Co-Sponsored
by the Woman
Studies
Program

FILMS
BY THE
OTHER
LF

January 31

Gas, Food, Lodgiflg
KRZYSZTOF KIESLOWSKI'S outstanding Red, starring Irene
Jacob, put Hollywood's more mundane offerings to shame.

deceived. Apparently they needed
this three-hour, formless mass of
futility to learn Altman's message:
people are inherently trivial and
petty, even those in the fashion industry. An unoriginal conclusion, to
say the least.

Oldman plays
Beethoven in this mystery/romance
regarding a letter that Beethoven left
behind at his death, addressed to his
"immortal beloved." Oldman is in
prime form, playing the deaf, lonely,
yet arrogant composer with poi•Mrs. Parker and the Vicious gnancy and intensity. The beautiful
Circle is no more positive than Pret- Isabella Rosselini co-stars.
a-Porter, though it is much more
.1 fully admit that I saw Legends
interesting and finely executed. of the Fall because of Brad Pitt, and
Despite Jennifer Jason Leigh's al- he is fully worth it. I was expecting
most incomprehensible accent, she the film to be terrible; actually, it'
portrays Dorothy Parker believably. not that bad. Despite some flaws in
The movie shows Parker as a popu- the screenplay and some questionlar but lonely and depressed woman, able acting, the plot is interesting; if
though it almost carries the depres- you think you know what happens
sion to an extreme. However, this from the previews, you're wrong.
minor flaw does not harm the film, It's definitely not Oscar material,
especially compared to substanceless but it's good for an afternoon's esjunk like Pret-a-Porter. The cin- cape. And Brad Pitt is really cute.
•Another bad preview victim is
ematography is all soft focus, and
the plot is interspersed with Leigh JohnDahl's TheLastSeduction, starspeaking some of Parker's poetry; ring Lindo Fiorentino as the smart,
the end result is a somewhat nostal- sexy, and ruthless heroine Bridget.
gic, though realistic, portrait of the She is a refreshing change from typitime, with the same attention to aes- cal Hollywood women's roles; she
thetic detail as Kieslowski's in Red. really is smarter than the men in the
.1 can't deny that Little Women is movie, and has the audience gasping
a well-made adaptation of Louisa
May Alcott's book, but I found it a
little too sappy. That's just me,
though. Almost everyone else, apparently, has absolutely loved it.
However, I do think that it might
have been a mistake to cast Susan
Sarandon and Winona Ryder;
Sarandon, in particular, didn't seem
to fit in, and Ryder always seems to
have a difficult time with these period films. Still, the film was entertaining and heartwarming, if you're
into heartwarming family films.
LINDA FIORENTINO in The
•IQ is another heartwarming Last Seduction
film—or at least, it attempts to be.
For some reason, Meg Ryan, though in shock with her cunning and heartcute as ever, lacked the quirkiness lessness. As in DahI's Red Rock
that made her so attractive in When West, an innocent and good-hearted
HarryMetSally. Therestofthecast,
man (Peter Berg) gets caught up in
including Walter Mathau and Tim the schemes of a smarter character;
Robbins, is quite good in a weird but The Last Seduction is the more
story of Albert Einstein trying to original and compelling film, simbring his niece together with an auto ply because of Fiorentino's outstandmechanic. Cute, genuinely funny, ing performance.
and worth watching.
•Well, I've run out of space. Next
•The long-awaited (by me, any- week: Murder in the First (also
way) Immortal Beloved stars the starring the inimitable Gary Oldman)
immortal Gary Oldman, who fully and local artist Gregg Lachow's The
redeems himself after the horrific Seven Mysteries of Life.
Romeo is Bleeding.

Based upon Richard Peck's
novel Don't Look and It Won't
Hurt, this film follows a single

mother and her two teenage
daughters in their struggle to get
by in a rural New Mexico town.
Told from the perspective of the
younger daughter (Fairuza Balk),
the film is a humorous and poignant picture of a family with
little money and few optionsand themethodeachuses to break
from the limitations of her own
situation. Gas,Food, Lodging is

Allison Anders' (Mi Vida Loca)
irectoral debut. Starring
Brooke Adams, lone Skye,
Fairuza Balk.

February 7

The Story of Qiu Ju
February 21

Co fish
February 28

Triumph of the Will
March 7

Daughters of the Dust
March 21

An hgel at My Table
March 28

Out of Africa
Tuesdays, 7 p.m. MC 003.
Woman Studies faculty
members will lead a
discussion after each film.
Admission is free.
All are welcome.
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Film:

•Lecture "The CowlIzt Indians: Past and
Present" delivered by Judith Irwin. Point
Defiance Park Lodge (5400 N.Peart). Phone
591-5339. Only $1.

•"Censorshlp in the Arts." Three time
Pulitzer Prize winner Edward Aee speaks
in the Theater at 8p.m. Absolutely tree.

•Green River Community College. "24th
Annual Artists & Speaker Series." lmprov
comedy troupe Unexpected Productions.
Phone 464-6133 for more information.
12401 SE 320th, Aiurn.
•FIlm "Larks on A String," part of TCC's
International Film Festival. 7:30 p.m. Blue
Mouse Theater. $5.00.
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FRIDAY

4TH AVENUE TAVERN, 210 E. Fourth,
Olympia.
-Sundays:"Olympia Unplugged." Live Music Society open mic night. 7p.m.

RIALTO FILM GUILD, 310 S.h. $5. Call
591-5894 for more information. Wed &
Thurs: 7 &9 p.m.; Fri: 5,7 & .m.; Sun:3,5
&7p.m.

•Puget Sound Music Society. Riaho Theater, 8:00p.m. FREE. Phone 591-5894 for
more information.

The SecretAdventures of Tom Thumb &
it's a wonderful life (short film of 25
minutes.)

•Evergreen Expressions - "New
Beginnings"New Works by Evergreen Facufty and Staff" featuring new music for
piano, a Chinese Opera, Orissi dance and
jazz-rock. $3410. The newness begins at
8p.m., Recital Hall. (Olympia, Evergreen
State College, (866-6833).

BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611 N.Proctor.
752-9500, $2 student. Evening shows (6:30
p.m. /8:30 p.m.) & Sat/SunfWed Matinees.
CAMPUS FILMS, McIntyre 003. $1 with
student I.D. Friday & Saturday 7 & 9:30
p.m.; Sunday 6 & 8:30p.m.

Art Exhibitions:
KITTREDGE GALLERY on campus. 10-4
p.m. M-F; 1-4 p.m. Sundays. FREE.
Jan.3 - Feb.19: Paintings by Paula Overbay
and mixed media by Laurie LeClair.

South Africa's Grammy-award winning
Ladysmith Black Mambazo this Sunday.
Ladysmith is perhaps best known for their
master mixing with Paul Simon, Not to be
missed, they are strongly worthy of an identity of their own. A mixture of interesting
sounds from agroupof amusing and friendly
artists. Sponsoredbythe Universityof Puget
Sound. Tickets are only $6 for students and
$14 for general admission. Tickets available from info Center and Ticketmaster.

TACOMA ART MUSEUM, 1123 Pacific
Aveune. 272-4258. $1 -$3. Times vary.
Tuesdays are free.
Nov.15-Feb.5: "The Prints of Daumier."
Dec.17-Feb.26: "Fallen Timber."
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.Mighty Clouds of Joy. Performing at
Pantageslheateron Feb.1 .7:30p.m. $12$18. Phone 591 -5894 for more information.

The Lion King.

•Facufty members Cordella WikarsklMiedel, cello, and Tanya Stambuk, p1.
ano, present a recital, at 8:00 p.m., in
Kilworth Chapel. Tickets are $6 for general
admission and $4 for seniors/Puget Sound
students. Reservations are suggested.
Phone 756-3419 for tickets.
•Broadway Center for the Performing
Arts Center presents Pat Graney Company. An 8 woman Seattle-based dance
troupe is led by Pat Graney, one of the
hottest choreographers in the country.
Pantages Theater, 8:00 p.m., Pre-perf ormance discussion, 7:00 p.m. Tickets $14$20. Phone 591-5894 for tickets and info.
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SEATTLE ART MUSEUM, 100 University
Street. 10-5 p.m. Tues.-Sun.; 10-9 p.m.
Thurs. 654-3100.

TUESDAY
Music:

""Films by the Other Half." The 1995 Honors film series begins its annual
event tonight premiering "Gas, Food, Lodging." FREE admission for an extraordinary
collection of films. Woman Studies facufty
will lead a post-film discussion. McIntyre
003. 7:00 p.m.
•Part of the Year of the African American
lecture series. Mystery writer Walter Mosley
presents lecture "Black Male Heroes," at
8p.m., in the Great Hall, SUB.
FREE admission

ING SUMMER MANAGEMENT NOW

College Pro Painters Ltd.
700+ Franchises in North America
Washington Positions filling quickly
Average Earnings $8000
APPLICATION DEADLINE 2/3/95
Call 1-800-392-1386 for info.

What's a lead?
Free Newswrjljng Seminar.

ANTIQUE SANDWICH COMPANY, 51st &
Pearl St. 752-4069.
-Tuesdays: Acoustic music-folk, blues, classical & jazz—open mic night. 8-11 p.m. $2.
-Sundays:'CiassicalSundays."Allconcerts
start at 3:00p.m. Variousartistsperforming.
Donations warmly accepted.
BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC, 2508 South
38th St. 473-9111.
-Fridays: open mic. Various sounds—pop,
rock, folk. FREE. 8-10 p.m.

ATHLETIC TYPE

CALL-- MR. M 851-8667
DON'T BE DATELESS!
Talk to lOOs of singles. Call
1-900-990-4000 ext. 9158
$2.99/mm 18+ Pro-Call Co.
(602)954-7420

ESEARCH
IVFORMAT1W
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

4warwüuthig ô i44 approveil

Bay views * Hot tub * Fireplace
TVs * Phones * All private baths

'Jizcoma's most ekgaiit l3n Bu

Bed & Breakfast
3312 N. Union Ave.
752-8175

no
Wafter Mosely, author of the Easy Raw/in's
myst€v series, speaks on campus Ja;ivary
1 about Black Male heroes.

ABOVE AVERAGE
•LOOKING FOR ATTITUDE OVER RESUME
•STAFFING IN SALES AND MANAGEMENT
•TRAVEL OPTIONS
•BILINGUAL IS A PLUS
•3-5K/ POTENTIAL

Learn how to write for the Trail, help us have
better writers. Thrusday, Feb 2,8 p.m. call x3197
for more info.

COMMENCEMENT BAY

•TCC International Film FestIval. TCC
has been showing their annual Film Festival
for ten years; rumor claims that it began the
trendy "Tacoma art film scene" around town.
This year the films will be shown at the Blue
Mouse Theater on Proctor. Each film cost
$5, or one can buy a festival pass for $25.
The remainding films are: Larks on a String
-Jan.26; Weddingin Galilee- Feb.2; Jacquot
- Feb.9; Raspad- Feb.16.

il) 800-351 -0222

Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor
position open--entry level, private firm.
Bachelors Degree with 24 upper division BehavioraL/Social Science credits.
Own transportation required. Good
benefit package. Reply in person as
soon as possible. (206) 926-7697.

the
Enthusiastic, energetic and
service minded bussers,
servers, greeters and kitchen
employees wanted now at
the Old Spaghetti Factory.
Apply noon to 4pm at 1735
Jefferson (downtown).

STUDENTS:
ATTENDCOLLEGE
FOR FREE!
University of Puget Sound
graduate is willing to share how
he attended college five years for
free, so that others may benefit
from his experience!
Call-- J. Spike Muir
851-8667 or 752-3508

or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
113221daho Ave., # 206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

Make up to $2,00044,000-.- per month teaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan. and S. Korea. Many employers
provide room &board * other benefits. No
teaching background or Asian languages
required For more information call:

(206) 632-1146 ext. J60892

Students Needed!
Earn up to 52,000+/mo. working for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call:

(206) 634-0468 ext. C60891

LEARN TO SCUBA DIVE FOR FREE
Find out how you can take part in this great
offer. And you can receive
college creditatthe same time.
We also have the best deals
on scuba gear purchases.
Call for details:
Lakewood Scuba
9109 Veterans Dr. SW
588-8368

IMAGINE, YOU ARE STANDING AMID
THE SPLENDOR THE SIsi-irE CHAPEL
DURING THE RENAISSANCE.
You are with the master Michiangelo himself, reclined on a scaffold high above, painting the
legendary mural on the ceffing. Michlangelo calls
for a break. He is hungry. He sets down his paint
brushes, scampers down from the heavens, and
walks toward the door. He summons at the top of
his lungs for an errand boy.
"Boy (he says in Italian), I wanta you to go
and fetcha me some luncha. I am starving." The
boy responds, "Whata do you wanta sir?"
Michlangelo looks into the boy's eyes. "Now listena
carefully, and don'ta screw up. Boy, I wanta large
pepperoni and green pepper pizza. Nowa you got
that?" The little boy nods vigorously and runs off
to the pizza parlor clutching a gold piece in his
Can you imagine, the great Michiangelo
sitting around on break scarfing down a
t
elUS1C otg be large
pizza with a diet Coke? Odds are no.
ptzZa
can
Odds
are that whole scene did not happen.
of the
We
don't
if Michiangelo ordered out
A
ck to the for pizza know
traceu
or not. In fact we are not sure if
,7 00 1 S—to the btY pizza existed at all in the 1500's.
Pizzalogists believe that the elusive
• Ita
aple5,
origins
of the pizza can be traced back to
of
the 1700's—to the city of Naples, Italy. This city,
nestled in the southern region of Italy between
rolling green hills and the deep blue Mediterranean
sea, is thought to be the birthplace of a version of
pizza. It is not known when exactly, but legend has
it a baker in the Royal Court may have invented the
pizza.
Other pizza historians seem to think that
the pizza, or a prototype of it, existed as far back as
the first century B.C. where Roman Legionnaires
stationed in Palestine grew tired of eating plain
bread day in and day out. So in order to spice up
their diets, they seasoned their bread with cheese
and olive oil. Who knows, maybe included in the
menu at Christ's last supper was pizza or a variation of it. Others yet, believe that the pizza was
invented by the ancient Greeks. Perhaps they had
Plato Pepperoni or Socrates Sausage as flavors of
the month at the local pizzeria.
In around 1000 A.D. another version of
pizza appeared in Naples, Italy. This concoction
was called picea. This picea was a circle of
dough covered with spices and herbs.
To the untrained pallet, these all
sound
like pizza, or a form of it, but these
w eat
early
pizzas
lack one essential ingredient,
voc\1t
~1511 0
the ripe, red tomato. In the 1500's the
wasbrought from the New World
o5. \ct tomato
to the Old World by maritime explorers.
'iuiC\ tO''
ed\et - It was a few hi.mdred years after the
introduction of the tomato to the Ital0 i'
•
ian pallet, that the official modern
pizza, as we know it today came into
C
being.
That is when, in 1889, a man named
.
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The first
number of hamburger p
Raffaele Esposito from
Even the ruler supren
Naples, Italy, was cornpizzalogists
reMcDonalds, put McPizz
missioned to prepare a
Nowadays, you
dish for Queen
ported hearing a
straight to your front dot
Margherita. Th at fatetremendous
an ever cheery delivery p
ful day a star was born.
That star, however, more
P It is convenient, far rr
"Mama mia, a
and
nuking a meal. Che
resembles the sun in
theoniythingyoieat.
An
pizza pie. Viva
shape. No, it was not
depending on which hea
MisterEspositohimseif,
Italia!"
though some sayItalia!
he Viva
There
is not another deal
except at Deahn'
went on to have a very
This shook the found,
teenth.
prosperous career on
Perhaps the asp
kitchen and the
stage, no, that shining
people to it is the I
pizza.
star
was
very foundations most
available. For every taste
Pizzalogists believe that
every situation there is a
in lieu of his'special dinof the culinary
with eggplant, pineapple s
ner,' Mister Esposito deworld.
Thus
the
dried tomatoes, artichok
cidedtornake,thispizza
and even corn.
creation of his, a patripizza was born. S1uash,
diet on this, the third sto
otic dish.
So, you are a veg
He slaved in the
kitchen, working up a sweat around the hot oven, dairy products or you are
lined with volcanic stones from the nearby Mount either way, you want to h
Vesuvius. He made the dough and tossed it high is, pizza hascheese, and c
into the air to form a beautiful disk. He chopped product. Well, then the sc
away furiously, never losing sight of the task at Order yourself a pizza
hand, and luckily never losing a finger. Fresh mushrooms, but hold the
vegetables fell to pieces under the savage gleaming are people out there
blade. The creamy mozzarella cheese crumbled out cheese as weird a
Perhaps you'n
into small pieces on the countertop.
Finally all the ingredients were assembled late Friday night after a ra
before him. It was time to sculpt his masterpiece. quite a few beers and r
With the skill of a master artisan, Mister Esposito mered, as well as raveno
total of seventeen cents c
began to create. Upon
If
find a
the disk of dough fresh
eveiy Than, Wom an
vegetables were piled,
and, yes, child coul
i
g enerously heaped. Pzza
After all, one cannot be dogs pie, Wars would stop, murders and
would Stop getting hit
stingy when making a
by cars, and v
dish for the Queen. and maybe, just
mayb
Upon the vegetables,
cheese was placed deliberately and with great p
sion. Mister Esposito placed all the colors of Italy: a
tomatoes to represent the red, basil the green, and phone. It is perfectly safe
last, mozzarella cheese to represent white. He took drunk, in fact encoura
a step back, exhausted, yet elated. Before him sat drunk. You call. Of cour
one of the greatest masterpieces ever known to end of the line is laughing
man. The pizza. The first pizzalogists on the town words, or standing duni
outskirts even reported hearing a tremendous pher the drunkeneese y
"Mama mia, a pizza pie. Viva Italia! Viva Italia!" the gap of communicati
This shook the kitchen and the very foundations of delicious pizza is less th
the culinary world. Thus the pizza was born. Suppose you're
Today, many thousands of miles away from next day. And you, of cc
the boot-shaped country thrust into the Mediterra- else would you want? Le
nean, pizza reigns supreme among all foods in the settle for plain peppero:
United States. Far from its humble beginnings, common for your arist
wherever they truly were, pizza has gone big time. Instead you can order u
No longer is it just showing up in the realm once cheese pizza with pesto
under the reign of the all mighty cheeseburger, but crust to please your pal
it has taken over, merely allowing a small amount beauty of pizza, you can
of prestige to the one-time ruling class of the burger. topping on this, the thir
In 1986 the number of pizza places surpassed the Japan, it is popular to ea

s Got Thel" r Eye on a Pizza Pt"e.
liege staple
in the United Sates.
all burger places,
its McMenu.
ave pizza delivered
r under ten bucks by
n looking for that big
so then opening a can
less tomato soup is
en somewhat healthy,
expert' you listen to.
that anywhere to be
ug's Dodge on fourf pizza that attracts
number of varieties
there is a pizza. For
za. There are pizzas
ed BBQ chicken, sunarts, broccoli, SPAM,
e is a pizza for every
om the sun.
an, with an allergy to
tching your fat intake,
a pizza. The problem
e has fat and is a dairy
on is plain and simple.
green peppers and
ese. That's right, there
ally like pizza withsound.
g around with friends
party. You have had
are absolutely hamBetween the group, a
e found. No problem,
kbook. Now all you
need is

it down to a hot
es would cease,
would all cheer
a better Place.
rather then driving
e person on the other
terically at the slurred
unded trying to decie speaking. But once
kas been bridged, hot
hour away.
g a little exotic the
e, want a pizza. What
e serious. You cannot
that would be far too
tic taste buds today.
arlic chicken and goat
Lice and whole wheat
Therein lies the true
it with just about any
tone from the sun. In
zza with fish or squid

toppings. In Moscow red herring is the topping of
choice.
Worlds away from Moscow's Red Square,
in Santa Monica, California, the Domino's Pizza
stores were placing coupons on the boxes for free
pizzas. Either many people cannot read or they like
to throw away money, but many of these coupons
found their way into the garbage. Ron Taylor, a
uTa:
g:
searching
it a trash can for a meal, and
I_ebnend has
•
what he found was a
h
smallpiceofpaper. He
baker tfl ttie
began to collect these
•-4- 11w.]
v:flT
Dr'T
LOUIL
I't-) J '
coupons from the gar1
bage cans and threw a
have inventeu
pizza party on the
the pizza.
front lawn of City Hall
for homeless people.
Eventually Domino's discontinued this deal for
security reasons, but not until after they delivered
countless pizzas to street corners, phone booths
and the front lawn of City Hall.
A little closer to home, in fact in the hallowed halls, on the lush campus of the University of
Puget Sound another pizza party is held. This one
is called by the fifteen plus members of the Tuesday
Night Pizza Night. And it is a special occasi
Organized by Brian Davia and three other members, the pizza club is a chance for friends to gI
together once a week and talk.
TNPN's humble begimtings were just that;
humble. It started in a small, cell-like room j:
Phibbs Hall, with four hungry, lonely souls who
wanted pizza and company. The first Tuesday
after school started in 1993, a phone call was made
to Domino's Pizza and thirty minutes later a bond
was formed, and held fast by pizza.
Eventually the TNPN grew in membership
and a rite of initiation was instituted to make sure
these 'pizza pledges' were made of the right stuff.
Each pizza pledge came to their first TNPN with a
tray of greyish, SUB food. He had to watch the
other members eat their succulent pizza pies, while
he choked down the mystery meat. Then until the
next meeting the following Tuesday, pizza pledges
had to carry around Domino's value dots with the
initiates of the four founders on them to show, as
Davia states, "love for pizza and love for the the
group." Finally after a grueling week of carrying
around four small pieces of cardboard, the pledge
is ready for initiation. The pledge, in order to
become a full member, must eat an entire large
pizza alone. After that they are member of TNPN's
sacred club. They are now allowed to use freely and
display the motto of TNPN, which is simple, "We
Eat Pie."
Adam Acter, another member of TNPN
tells why pizza and not something else. "Pizza is
the key to many social functions because of many
reasons. Convenience, universal acceptance, ease
of consumption, it's the perfect social eats, and it is
cheap."
Davia loves pizza for other reasons. "it is a
' 1'

t-(

*By Steve Showalter
cheap and filling meal, plus it is not school food and
you don't have to go out to get it."
Adam, just like many others, has a special
spot in his gastral intestinal system for pepperoni,
"with mushrooms sometimes." He loves being a
In 1986 th e
member of TNPN, "We still have the club, since
1)LJfl)I-.
"ver .1
freshman year many of us have gone separate
Places surpasPizza
ways, but TNPN gives us a chance to see each
other and talk, it's a way to keep in touch."
t'Every so often, they hold a special event. It
hailib,,n lJrnber 0
usually entails a hot night on the town, like
Life
I
going out for pizza at an all-you-can-eat place
P Ces
In L
with a Ziploc bag hidden in an oversized
United
coat.
Sates
There is a special quality about pizza
that makes it such a loved food. Pizza represents freedom, friendship, fun and even to some,
love. Perhaps every pizza lover should be initiated
into the Tuesday Night Pizza Night, after all it is
designed to bring people together, to bridge gaps in
communication. If every man, woman and, yes,
child, could sit down on Tuesday nights to a hot
pizza pie and talk, visit, laugh and even cry, wars
would stop, murders and rapes would cease, dogs
would stop getting hit by cars, and we would all
cheer a hearty "Viva Pizza!" ora "We Eat Pie!," and
maybe, just maybe, the world would be a better
BASED AROUND A
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UPS athletic director recommends
0
cI move to NCIC and NCAA Division III
BY SETH DONSKER
Sports Editor

The Puget Sound athletic director, Dr. Richard Ulrich, today recommended that the University ac-

"In moving to join
the NCIC and NCAAIII, we will be following the lead of our
peers in the Northwest with whom we
compete for students,"
cept an invitation to join the Northwest Conference of Independent
Colleges(NCIC) and seek affiliation
with the National Collegiate Athletic Association(NCAA-Div.ffl).
"In moving to join the NCIC and
NCAA-Ill, we will be following the
lead of our peers in the Northwest
with whom we compete for
students,"said Dr. Richard Ulrich,
Director of Physical Education, Athletics, and Recreation. "By maintaming unity in athletic conference
membership and national affiliation,

we ensure that we are all playing
under the same rules in recruiting
student athletes, and that we maintain our identification with institutions of similar size, cost, financial
resources, and academic and fmancial aid policies."
"In addition to joining our regional
peers, we will be joining our national peers. Of the top four year
private colleges in the United States,
virtually all are members of the
NCAA-III," Ulrich explained to
Puget Sound Vice President for Academic Affairs David Potts in a letter
recommending the move. Potts will
make the recommendation directly
to President Pierce.
The presidents of universities belonging to the NCIC will meet in
Portland on January 31. It is there
that President Pierce is expected to
announce her fmal decision on the

the NCIC: Whitman, Whitworth,
Willamette, Lewis & Clark, Linfield,
Pacific University, George Fox College, and PLU.
The move would have UPS depart
the recently formed Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference and the
NAIA, the current national affiliation. Current PNWAC members
include Puget Sound, Central Washington, Evergreen State College, LC
State, Seattle University, Simon
Fraser, St. Martin's, and Western
Washington.
"It was very important that we
take the time to discuss the implications of this move with those most
directly affected by it," said Ulrich.
Ulrich has spent the last two months
meeting with coaches, athletes, and
members of the Logger Club, the
athletic department booster organization. There was also a letter sent to

"Our goal was to ensure that the university
remains eligible for post-season competition
throughout the transition period from the
NMA to NCAA-III,"
recommended move.
The possibility to move athletic
conferences first came about in December, when UPS was extended an
invitation by the other members of

every UPS athlete and their parents
explaining the issues involved.
"The more we studied the invitation," said Ulrich, "the more it made
sense—from both an athletic and

The NCAA-III does
not permit the awarding of athletic based
financial assistance to
student athletes...
financial aid to our
current studentathletes will not
change
academic point of view."
Ulrich says there were three major
considerations related to the decision. First, themembersoftheNClC
are similar UPS in size, cost, fmancial resources and admission policies, and also offer "similar, comprehensive sports programs". In both
the conference and national affiliation, Puget Sound would see an increase in the number of schools with
which it would compete. Also, conference games would take up 60-80
percent of a teams schedule, instead
of the current 20-40 percent.
The second consideration involves
financial aid. The NAIA allo,ts
athletic based scholarships, or talent
scholarships. The NCAA-ffl does

not permit the awarding of athletic
based financial assistance to student
athletes. They would apply for need
based financial aid like all other students. Current student athletes would
be allowed to keep their scholarships, however.
"We have made fmancial aid commitments to our current student athletes, and everyone agrees that it is
vital that these commitments be honored. Financial aid to our current
student-athletes will not change,"
explained Ulrich.
The third consideration involve
post-season competition.
"Our goal was to ensure that the
university remains eligible for postseason competition throughout the
transition period from the NAIA to
NCAA-IIL"Ulrichexplained. "During the three year provisional membership period required by the
NCAA-ffl, we will maintain dual
membership in the NAJA and
NCAA-IH, thus providing post-season opportunities for our students."
The Loggers will take part in
NAIA post-season tournaments during that time.
UPS will conipete in the PNWAC
in 1995-96, and if the recommendatbn is approved, it will begin NCIC
z.etioi' :i 96-07. Full membership
in the NCAA-llI will begin in 199899.

What this decision means111.
How will the financial aid of current student-athletes be affected by a shift to the NCIC and NCAA-Div.ffl?
-The financial aid packages of current athletes, as well as those of the incoming freshman class will not be affected. Athletic scholarships would be phased
out over the next two years, and by the time the university actually joined the NCAA-III, all the current athletes will have graduated or used up their eligibilty
anyway.

How will this affect recruiting and the ability to put together competitive teams given the fact that athletic based aid will
not be available?
-Student-athletes with financial need would still be able to apply for need-based aid, just like every other student on campus. True, coaches would have
one less incentive to offer recruits, but the university is willing to wager that it's academic reputation and "commitment to strong athletic competition"
will still sway prospective stars.
Also, no matter what the level is, playing at an NCAA institution is much more appealling to a high school athlete than an NAIA school is.

Will UPS teams be more or less competitive as a result of the move?
-As far as the level of competition, the two conferences and national affiliations are regarded at about the same level. The difference comes with the
fact that the NCIC and NCAA-Ill are both much larger in most sports than was the PNWAC and NAIA. For example, 26 schools offer swimming in the
NAIA. 170 schools sponsor swimming in the NCAA-III, giving our teams much more of an opportunity to challenge a wider range of competition.
Also, with a larger conference league games would occupy a larger percentage of a teams total number of contests. This will lead to more exciting play
earlier in the season when we are currently playing non-league tilts.

Now do you feelon) Comments:__________________
J
•

I am In favor of this decision to join the NCAA-lIl

LI' am not in favor of the decision to join the
NCAA-Iii

U

week.
•PIace
in Campus Mall or E-Mail at TRAIL@UPS.EDU . Results will be printed next
UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
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Men's basketball opens PNWAC 1-1
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league victory
BY SETh DONSKER
Sports Editor
The Puget Sound men's basketball team opened Pacific Northwest
Athletic Conference play with two
big home games, and came away
with a bittersweet feeling. The Loggers beat Seattle University 76-67
on Saturday night, a must win after
handing a 53-50 decision to Central
Washington just two nights earlier.
Against Central Washington, the
Loggers led almost the entire way,
as Brian Vukelich put UPS up 10-8
with 13:40 remaining in the first
hail. Vukelich led the Loggers with
20 points and 10 rebounds. Puget
Sound held a nine point lead with

and fell 53-50 at home.
On Saturday against Seattle University, the Loggers came out deter mined not to go 0-2 on their home
court. Puget Sound played their
most inspired, fired up basketball of
the season, and pounded out a nine
point victory, 76-67. MattDroege led
all scorers with 29 points, his season
high.
The Loggers are now 10-8 overall,
and 1-1 inthePNWAC,goodforfourth
place. Puget Sound's Brian Vukelich
remains the conference leader infield
goal percentage, hitting on 66.5 percent of his shot attempts. Vukelich is
also second in the PNWAC in rebounds, grabbing 10.2 rebounds per
game, and is third in blocked shots

BRIAN VUKELICH is the league's leader in shooting percentage and is second in rebounds.
has helped the Loggers dominate the low post in most games this year.

his

piay
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9:23 remaining in the game, but
couldn't hold on as the Wildcats
came storming back. Central knotted the score alAS with just under five
minutes to play when Alex Johnson
slammed home an alleyoop pass, his
third in afive minute time span. Central hit two free throws for a two point
lead which held up until Mail Dmege
hit on a jump hook with 32 seconds
left to tie it at 50. Both teams had
missed opportunities after that, but
Central's Marc Callero made the
Loggers pay, hitting a three pointer
with just four seconds remaining.
The Loggers couldn't get a shot off,

with 1.4 blocks per game. Matt
Droege, a senior and four year starter,
is sixth in the conference in scoring at
16.1 points per game, and fourth in
field goal percentage at 58.5 percent.
UPS hit the road this week to continue PNWAC play when they travel
toLacey on Thursday for a game with
St. Martin's College. The Saints are
currently 0-3 in league play, 7-10
overall. On Saturday, theLoggers head
to Canada to take on Simon Fraser,
which currently sits in third place
with a 2-2 record and is 10-9 overall.

.
Thursday, January 26
•Men's Basketball at St. Martain's; 7:00pm
Friday, January 27
•Women's Basketball vs. LC State; 7:00pm; Home
Saturday, Januray 28
•Swimming at Simon Fraser; 1pm
• Men's Basketball at Simon Fraser

CALLING ALL PUGET SOUND STUDENTS!
Are you a good communicator? dependable? enthusiastic? like to talk on the phone?
If you have these qualities and want to enhance your professional future, then you have an
opportunity to join the University of Puget Sound Phonathon team. Valuable experience
in public relations, communications, and marketing is waiting for you.
The Phonathon is the University of Puget Sound's telemarketing program where student
callers contact alumni and friends of the University in efforts to raise funds used to support
the University of Puget Sound. Last year, callers raised over $350,000 and they had a lot
of fim doing it!
Starting salary is $6.03/hour + bonuses. Minimum commitment of two nights per week is
required. Evening shifts run Monday - Thursday 5:45 - 9:15 p.m. and Sundays 4:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m.
If you are interested in becoming a part of the University of Puget Sound Phonathon team,
please contact the University of Puget Sound Phonathon (x3502) for more information
and an application. Application deadline is Friday, February 3, 1995, 5:00 p.m.
Beat the rush and call 756-3502 or stop by Jones 205 for your application today!
University of Puget Sound Phonathon
1500 N. Warner (Jones 205)
Tacoma, WA 98416
(206) 756-3502

uJ

MATT DROEGE'S 29 points
helped lift UPS to a 76-67 win
over Seattle University.

Next GMAT Class begine April 25
Next LSAT Classes bee,,, Ann! 8.12&13
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Women's basketball woes continue

0

WENDY DAVIS leads the Loggers In scoring with 15.1 points per
game and Is hitting over 49 percent from 3-pt range.

BYJAY ARThUR

NAIA PNWAC

Staff Writer
The Puget Sound women's basketball team contmued to struggle in
Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference play this week as they were
blown out by Seattle University and
Simon Fraser to drop to 0-3 in the
conference.
Against Seattle University, the
Loggers were unable to contain the
Chieftains Stacia Marriott as she
scored 25 points and grabbed nine
rebounds on Tuesday night. Amy
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Kuchan scored 16 points and had
seven rebounds for the Chieftains,
who picked up their first conference
victory of the season. SeattleU. shot
out to the early lead and held a 17-6
advantage with 13:17 remaining in
the first half. The Loggers crawled
back to within one when Molly Avery
put in a driving lay-in, but the Chieftains pulled away for a 36-3 1 halftime lead and never looked back.
Wendy Davis led the Loggers with
12 points, and Sarah Lentz scored
eight points on 4-for-4 shooting and
came away with eight rebounds.
Simon Fraser never struggled
against the Loggers as they jumped
out to a 9-0 lead and extended that to
44-27 by halftime. The Clan's balanced attack was led by Carly
Solomon, who scored a game high
14 points. Nikki Johnson had 13 and
Eva Aiken scored 12 for the victorious Clan.
The Loggers were unable to score
in the first four minutes of the game
until Kasa Tupua put in two free
throws. The Loggers shot just 33.3
percent from the field, while all ten
Simon Fraser players who took the
court scored. The Clansmen also
outreboundedtheLoggers4l -35, and
came up with 19 steals.
The Loggers host Lewis-Clark
State College on Friday night in
Memorial Fieldhouse, with tip-off
scheduled for 7p.m. The Warriors
are led by Rosie Albert, who is second in the conference in scoring, and
are currently 2-2 in the PNWAC, 146 overall.
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FEBRUARY SPECIAL

I

565-9367

ct

PIZZA

. 0 0

Stay on track for graduation.
STARI1S FEBRUARY
WIN A CHANCE TO PLAY
NO PURCHASE NECESS&RY

FEBRUARY

SPAGHETTI FEED:
EVERY WEDNESDAY

F

So Many Courses

Experience a different mode of Ic ning in the intense and
concentrated six-week courses.
1

12 SPOR1I

0 0

Enjoy the smaller classes and the gorgeous campus.

$7.50

4

.

Consider Puget Sound's Summer Session

15" 3 ITEM PIZZA
EVERY MONDAY

'1

So Little Time

A BIG PLATE

$4.25
oa

BREIAKFAST
SATURDAY& SUNDAY
9AM- 1PM
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Features
a/ Courses in most departments.
v' Courses in key Core areas.

V Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year.
V Excellent Puget Sound facuhy.
V Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
V Work-study preference given to Summer Session
students.
Registration opens April 10. A complete Summer Bulletin will
be mailed to all students in March.

The prosand consof life in London
BY CARRIE SIEGEL
Opinions Editor
I used to be a hard-core Anglophile. Ever since I was knee-high to
a Beatle, anyone or anything even
vaguely British could make me coo
like a heartsick pigeon. Because of
this rather obsessive personality trait,
I was always fixated with the idea of
someday making a pilgrimage to my
far-off sacred mecca, the United
Kingdom. So when I found out that
I'd been accepted to the London
program last year, I just couldn't
repress my exuberance. I wanted to
hop on a plane (preferably one heading straight for Heathrow) the second I read my letter of acceptance,
and I annoyed all my friends by
chattering incessantly about how
excited I was to be leaving the US of
A.
That was then, this is now.
I got back from my one-semester
stint on the British Isle about a month

let
er
to the
eclitor
Security's excellent service
Dear Editor:
I am responding to the article "Real
security or a security blanket?" which
appeared in the Opinions section of
the November 10, 1994, edition of
the Trail.

You ask why is the university routing 911 calls through Security Services and not allowing us to have
direct contact with a 911 center.
Supporting everything that Bruce
Prince mentioned in his letter to the
editorregarding this subject, I would
like to add that the university has its
own 911 system. When you call Security from any campus extension, a
readout shows up on their computer
screen indicating your exact location. When you contact Security, the
dispatchers are trained to determine
whether Security can handle the situation or whether additional aid is
needed. If additional aid is needed
(such as an ambulance or the police
or fire department), it is called for
immediately at that time while security staff are responding to assist.
Security's response time to a medi-

ago. Even though mow look backon
my study abroad experience with
lots of sappy sentimentality and fond
memories, I admit I spent the last
couple of weeks of my sojourn pining for the country I'd left behind.
I'd catch myself humming "God
Bless America" under my breath
and daydreaming aboutTacoma. Oh
blimey! Now I defmitely believe in
the cliché that you can't truly appreciate our country until you've Vacateditforawhile. Lastfallllearned,
among other things, that our exmother country is an okay place to
visit, but it sure could use some
mothering itself.
I now feel obligated to write some
words of advice for anyone who
might be considering studying in
London. So here is my coveted,
abridged list of the Pro's and Cons of
living in the land of tea-time and
Tories.
PRO: the pubs. They're the
nucleus of all British socialization.

They go out for beer there the way
we go out for coffee here. Most
pubsters, especially the blokes, seem
to like Americans, but their image of
us is skewed since they form lots of
their impressions of our culture by
watching such inane TV shows as
Baywatch and 90210. Each pub
attracts different kinds of crowds
and personalites, so you're likely to
fmd one to match your own. The
beer is usually on the warm side, so
may I recommend the Woodpecker
cider? And if you're not into alcohol, don't sweat it: the conversation
at a pub is usually as much of a focal
point as the beverages are.
CON: the air quality. Environmental activism hasn't really caught
on in England yet. The smog is so
bad, when I blew my nose, it all
came out black. No kidding. Plus,
the whole country is like one big
smoking section. Sometimes I felt
like I was living in a cigarette, I
swear. They might as well have rolled

cal emergency is generally under
three minutes, and if the patrol car is
in service, the response time may be
quicker. The Tacoma Fire Department has a response time of less than
three minutes and the ambulance
company has a six minute maximum. First-Aid kits are located at
several locations on campus, including Security Services and the patrol
car. Security staff receive their FirstAid and CPR training through the
American Red Cross, which involves
four hours of first-aid and CPR.
Mr. Scranton, you make mention
of the Crimes on Campus column
and indicate that this represents "only
a fraction of the crimes that occur."
Everything that Security deals with
is not written up in The Trail. If you
hada medical condition that required
an emergency response one day,
would you like that written up in The
Trail? I believe you would not. The
Crimes on Campus column is written to make students aware of what
is happening, why it is happening,
and how we can prevent further incidents from happening. Mr. Scranton
and fellow UPS students, you need
to face reality and realize that this
private university is NOT immune
from crime. Crime does and will
continue to occur on this campus.
Mr. Scranton, you indicate the
"work study students," who work
for Security are doing the job of
"rent a cops." Do you know that if
four such individuals were hired, it
would cost a minimum of $120,000

a year? This money would have to
come from our tuition, and students
complain that tuition is too high already. The University of Puget Sound
receives dual protection, from Security Services and the Tacoma Police
Department.
In your article, you mention that
police and ambulances on campus
are embarrassing and that they scare
people. Police and ambulances
should not scare people. They are a
service to the community and if they
are on campus, their services are
needed. Having some experience
myself working in emergency medical services, I can say that when we
respond to a call, the person needing
our services is generally very happy
to have us there.
The students and staff who work
for Security Services provide an excellent and very professional service
to this campus. I know many of the
students who work for Security, and
I was extremely offended to read
such a slanderous article in The Trail.
Prior to writing this letter, I met with
Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services, to expand my knowledge of what they do for us. Mr.
Scranton, ifyouhaddoneyourhomework, you would not have written
the article you did. I hope that The
Trail staff and you have learned a
lesson and will be more of a professional college newspaper in the future.

cvfF ad fluffY AUNWye,

Steven W. Rappe

me up inpapers, lickedme closed, lit
a match to my head and then sucked
onmy feet. Chain smokers are omnipresent. I saw people lighting up on
bicycles, when they were getting
their haircut, when they were going
to the bathroom, and so on, ad nauseam. Most of my clothes still reek
of tobacco.
PRO: the theater. I saw plays
about twice a week, and most of
them were simply mahvelous,
dahling. There are more theaters in
London than in any other city on the
planet. In the West End, you can't
walk for twoblocks without seeing a
different marquee. From Hamlet to
Copa Cabana, there are literally
scores ofplays being performed every night. ifyou're not into the brouhaha of big, long-running productions like the ever-popular Phantom
ofthe Opera, there are lots of smaller
"fringe" theaters where they nmmore
esoteric plays. And if you're economically challenged like me, you
can fmd good deals at the half-price
ticket booth in Leicester Square.

so the concept of personal space is
pretty alien to them. Be prepared to
feel claustrophobic.
PRO: Camden Town. A section of
London that's a lot like Telegraph
Avenue in Berkeley, but it's even
cooler because there are more nonchain stores and less stoned panhandiers.
CON: thefood. It can be grouped
into four basic categories: unsaturatedfat, saturatedfat, supersaturated
fat, and cholesterol. Most Brits
wouldn't know an orange from
shinola. They love tospreadmarmite
(a yeastextract, ugh!) and chutney (a
foul relish-like substance) all over
everything, and would probably die
of starvation if there wasn't a fish
and chips joint on every other corneT. One of the most popular breakfast cereals over there is Weetabix,
which turns into mush the second in
comes in contact with milk. They
also adore potato chips of all kinds;
their " crisps" come in such exotic
flavors as squid, lard, mince, and
cheesy car exhaust. The irony of it is
CON: the language barrier. Os- that they're a lot less chunky than we
car Wilde once said that Englishmen are. You don't see one-tenth as many
and Americans are divided by acom- morbidly obese people waddling
mon language. As far as I could tell, around there as you do State-side.
he was right. So here is a quick
PRO: the tube. The underground
English-English to American-En- railway system of the greater Lenglish translation key to help you don area. It's fast, cheap, and conveavoid misunderstanding and em- nient. The trains come every few
barrassment: trousers=pants;
minutes and there are tube stops all
knickers=underwear; queue=line; over the place, so you never have to
loo=toilet; plaster=Band Aid; walk around for ages to get where
football=soccer; piss off, you're going, and you can get around
wanker!=leave me alone; knocked easily without a car. An added bonus
up=awoken by a knock at the door; is that there are Cadbury candy machips=french fries; crisps=potato chines at each and every tube stop,
chips.
which was one of the few positive
PRO: Blind Date. A British syn- culinary aspects of London.
thesis of "The Dating Game" and
CON: the weather. It's even
"The Love Connection." The host is gloomier there than it is here.
about a thousandtimes more percepPRO: The Piccadilly Rock Cirtive and charismatic than Chuck cus. One of Madame Tussaud's
Woolery, though. It's oneof themost ubiquitous wax museums. I was adaentertaining TV shows the BBC has mantly opposed to going to a wax
to offer, along with "Birds of A museum, but my visit to the rock
Feather," which focuses on the mis- circus actually turned out to be a real
adventures of two lovelorn Essex hoot. Once I got over the schmaltz
women who alternately spout witty factor, I was captivated by wax rock
potshots at their promiscuous friend musicians that looked so real!
Dorian and visit their jailbird husCON: the dental hygiene. Or is it
bands. "Top of the Pops," which is a dental lowgiene? I don't think they
silly sort of Casey Caseem-esque know the definition of the words
video countdown is also fun to watch orthodontist or floss in England,
when you're in the mood for mental and they really should do something
junkfood.
about the horrid tartar buildup probCON: overcrowding. There are lem that's plaguing their nation.
57 million people squished onto this
Post Script: I know I made lots of
island that's roughly the size of the generalizations on this list, so if you
state of Oregon. One-fifth of those want more specifics, just give me a
fifty-seven million live in London, ring!
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Without further ado, let us begin
the second semester of our academic
stint at the University of Puget Sound.
By this time—the end of the second
week of classes—most of us have
probably passed the initial shock of
being back on campus after a month's
recuperation and are ready (willing
or not) to forge ahead.

editor
It took the staff of the Trail a little
longer, however, to get over the
shock of sitting once again on the
floor of the Trail office deep in the
dungeons of the SUB basement, listening to editors ramble on and on
about the new semester of the newspaper. But alas, after checking our
e-mail, wading through the mountain of mail waiting for us on the
office floor and drinking a few mugs
of coffee, the staff is ready to tackle
yet again a semester of college journalism.
Before we dive right in with thirteen consecutive weekly editions of
the Trail, I would like to take this
time and this space to reintroduce
the Trail to the campus community.
Already several transfer students and
a new faculty member have wandered down to the office wondering
about this publication, and lam sure
several continuing students are also
confused as to what the Trail actually is. A newspaper? Propaganda?
An ASUPS publicity tool? A publication of scandalous opinions of a
small, radical student contingency
that hides behind the guise of "students of journalism?"
Technically, the Trail is a "publication of the Associated Students of
the University of Puget Sound"an ASUPS originated baby. We receive half of our funding from
ASUPS (the other half from our
own advertising) and ASUPS is ultimately responsible for the Trail
should the Ed itor decide to quit midyear or the Business Manager decide to go way over budget. From a
journalism viewpoint, ASUPS is
equivalent to
publisher.
our. Though
like any newspaper publisher,
ASUPS cannot and does not tell us
what to print.
To the staff members, the Trail's
main goal is to be a forum of the
student voice as it is manifested by
and on campus. Some have referred
to the Trail as a journal of campus
life and concerns. This defmition is
the one the staff members herald as
the Trail's mission and the defmition they strive to uphold each week
with a new edition of their work.
The staff members also view the
Trail as entertainment—a "SUBread," if you will—something to
browse through while munching
down Taco Pie in the Great Hall,
something to look through for last
weekend's sports results, what happened to the Kappa Sigma house,
the latest news from the Dean of

Students Office, what the movie reviewer thought of the latest new release, or who the next "Politician of
the Week" is.
The Trail is not a publicity tool by
any means. The campus community
has Arches in which to promote the
positives, the Tattler to announce
the day's activities, and Open Line
to further public relations. The Trail
strives tobe the independent reporter
and commentator of campus news,
events and organizations. To quote
the Trail's Staff Editorial in the December 1, 1994 issue (Vol. 18, Issue
12), "if the truth be known, we cover
stories which fulfill our criteria of
'interesting, innovative and offbeat,'
and then we cover anything else we
have the time and the staff to get to."
To the members of the staff, the
Trail is best described as an experiment by students who care about the
print media. But, it must be understood that the Trail is a pre-professional college newspaper. If given
forty full-time hours a week to dedicate to the Trail most of the staff
members would be overjoyed (and
then perhaps the paper could not
only be larger but also able to cover
more news and events). Unfortunately, every staff member also must
balance a full academic load on top
of his orher Trail involvement. However, students who choose to dedicate their time to the Trail are always
students who care about writing and
the print media to the point where

The Trail, I guarantee,
will stay steadfast to its
goal: to provoke
thought, not to please
and caress popular
sentiment, and to
remain an open forum
for the student voice.
finishing academic papers and studying for exams are put on hold until
after Trail deadlines are met.
Staff members and contributors
are passionate about not only writing and perhaps seeing their name in
print, but also about journalism and
being involved in a campus organization. (All a student interested in
writing for the Trail needs to do is
walk into the office in the SUB basement, express this interest and then
he or she will be assigned any and
every article he or she desires to
write.)
Many staff members of the Trail
are also interested in pursuing careers in the media after graduation,
and are using their experience working with a weekly student publication as their ticket to ajob in the field
of journalism. UPS is not a university at which the study ofjournalism
and training in publishing is offered,
let alone encouraged. The Trail provides such training for those who
seek it and those who are dedicated
enough to care. No one on staff has
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I remember how flattered I was the first time I bought a soda (or is
it pop?) at the SUB. Even with the lid on, the cashiers trusted me to be
honest about my mug's contents. "Wow," I thought, "they really do
treat you like adults at college!"
Oh well.
A couple months ago, Food Service realized that the system had a
major flaw: students could lie. How easy it was to disguise coffee or
juice as water, or simply to pretend that the mug was empty! So, as I'm
sure most of you know, we now have to remove our lids.
The effect of this legislation has been devastating. The solid rapport
built up between students and cashiers has been broken down by a
forced mistrust. The cashiers are
not to blame; they too have been
heard to complain about the impersonal new rules. For one, it
diminishes their credibility: what
Food Service worker worth his
or her salt could not recognize the bizarre petrochemical glow of
Mountain Dew, even beneath the translucent white lid of a SUB cup?
They shouldn't need to ask us to remove our lids.
But there's a human element
missing as well. Just like the rest
of us, the cashiers appreciate a
nice established food service relationship. Deep in the back of
everyone's mind, there is the desire to have a favorite waiter say
"Will you be having the usual
today, sir or madam?" But the
t .,
cashiers must now live with the
fear of their supervisor catching
them in the act of trusting the

e d ito na.

The effect of this
legislation has
been devastating,
The solid rapport
[Julit up oetween
students and
cashiers has been
brnk n dn'rn by
forced mistrust.
The cashiers are
not to blame.

Cust
T:i:g and short of it? Where
once we could walk up to the
1L
register and know that, with a
wink and a grin we'd be charged
, are now met
for our usual, we
with a cold stare and an entreaty
to remove the lid of our beverage.
It's likehavmg the friendly neighborhood storereplaced by robotic
big business. When you get right down to it, it's really not too big a deal,
but it's certainly a bit disheartening.
But there's more. The new rule is responsible for the rising rate of
drink spillage in the SUB. Many students, unused to juggling unsealed
containers of liquid in addition to napkins, trays, spoons, and food,
have a lot of trouble keeping their drinks from venturing out into the
larger world. Most embarrassing is when a student forgets to ever snap
the lid in place, sending a cascade of SUB pop down his or her shirt
upon attempting to take a drink.
None of this should really be necessary. The worst part, of course, is
that it is. Evidently, students and professors alike were taking advantage of the SUB's honor system. To solve the problem (and one
wonders how the criminals were ever caught), SUB customers are now
forced to suffer through distrust and spilled drinks. Stealing from the
SUB is sort of neat, it's true, and there is a certain art to it. But when it
gets to the point where we have to start being treated like children, I
think it's time for people to switch over to the Hearty Plan.
It is an unfortunately applicable cliché that one bad apple spoils the
bunch, and thanks to the food embezzlement of some, we all have to
keep our lids off.

had significant training in
newswritingorjournalismother than
the training acquired by taking English 209—Intro, to Newswriting
and/or English 309—Intro, to Feature Writing.
In fact, most members of the staff
have had no prior training before
they were thrown into editorial positions, and ely on the help from returning staff members to learn some
of the ways ofjoumalism. However,
many staff members have gone on to
land prestigious journalism internships through their experience with
and clips from the Trail. For example, former Editor Andy James is
now a columnist for the Gig Harbor
Peninsula Gateway, and former
Sports Editor Bruno Zalubil is now
the editor of the sports section for the

Highline Times in Des Moines, WA.

In all, I suspect this semester will
be as memorable as the last, for both
the Trail and the campus. If anyone
wishes to reach us, for business or
personal reasons, we can always be
found in the depths of the SUB, right
next to KUPS and the Cellar at extension 3197. Or drop by a Letter to
the Editor. We love student comment, particularly when it comes
straight from the students' mouths.
The Trail, I guarantee, will stay
steadfast to its goal: to provoke
thought, not to please and caress
popular sentiment, and to remain an
open forum for the student voice. Oh
yes, and to make the experience of
eating Taco Pie in the SUB a little
more entertaining.
—Katharine Dvorak
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author of "Devil with a Blue Dress", a soon to be
released Tn-Star film starring Denzel Washington.

January 31, 1995 9 8 p.m., in the Great Hall
Reception and Book signing to follow, Free with UPS ID
Presented by ASUPS Lectures & Black Student Union in celebration of
Black History Month and the Year of the African American

GET INVOLVED WITH YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT!
ASUPS Spring 1995 Positions Available
Executive
President
Vice President

Senate
2 At-Large Senators
Senior Senator
Junior Senator

Sign-ups January 23-27

,

?

?

?

Sophomore Senator
University Owned Housing Senator
Off Campus Senator

Call Vic x3274

The Lion - in 9
K

~

Fri. & Sat @ 7pm and 9:30pm, Sun @ 6pm and 8:30pm in Mc 003

K-Sia House to become Game Show Host Wax Museum
BY DWAYNE CLEMENS
Minister of Words
In one of the strangest coups to
ever hit Residential Programs, the
house at 3601 North 13th Street,
currently occupied by the Kappa
Sigma fraternity, will be given to
the National Game Show Historical
Society (NGSHS) instead of the
former frontrunner Kappa Alpha
Theta sorority.
"You're darn tootin' this ain't
kosher!" hollered Theta House Coordinator Elizabeth Champignon
minutes after receiving the bad news
from Residential Programs head
honcho Sheryl Millbrae. "Them
folks in that A-Frame over there
better thank their lucky charms I
don't have a lust for vengence. I do,
however, know some pipe-swingin'
sisters who'd enjoy gettin' medieval
on their asses."
Just over two months ago, the

Kappa Sigma fraternity was informed that its housing contact would
notbe renewed for the 1995-96 year.
Rampant speculation concerning
which group would receive the occupancy invitation ran straight
through Finals Week.
"We had a bunch of good underdogs," said Todd Hall oddsmaker
Wes Felton. "Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship was at 7-1, the Honors
Program was 5-1 ... many students
were looking for quick cash, though,
so groups like the Candyland Club
and Students Against Anal Intercourse, who were both at 50-1, had a
lot of support despite their slim
chances.
"This game show host museum
thing ... ! mean, Wow! Talk about
your Pygmalions! Talk about your
Annies! No one could've predicted
this. Not even Dionne Warwick."
Near the end of the race, though, it
looked as if the Thetas had it in the

one masterful package. And who
better to host such a show than the
charming and witty Wink
Martiridale?" —Ray Barrett, sophomore

bag. "I feel so cheap, so led on," said
Theta Delores Fittapaldi. "Another
year in Schiff won't be so bad, I
guess.
"I mean, it is a lot closer to the hot
eats and cool treats that the SUB has
to offer. God, I love Dove Bars.
Especially the crunchy ones.
Mmm ... the crunchy ones."
In an effort to ease the pain caused
by the residential coup, the NGSHS
will conduct an extensive survey
regarding student game show host
tastes. Here's a preliminary sample:

"I think everyone wants to see an
entire Richard Dawson room. The
kissing bandit from 'Family Feud,'
the man who made the phrase 'Survey says...' a cultural phenomenon,
the personality that made Mark
Goodsonand BillTodmanfilthyrich:
I tell ya, if there isn't a Richard
Dawson room, heads are gonna roll."
—Cleo Jarvis, freshman

"Gotta include Wink Martindale.
Theguy's a game show genius. Who
could forget 'Tic Tac Dough,' perhaps Wink's magnum opus? 'Gambit' and 'Headline Chasers' were
OK, but 'Tic Tac Dough,' now that
was the shit. It had the intellect of
'Jeopardy,' the simplistic strategy
of 'Hollywood Squares,' and the
panache of 'Sale Of The Century' in

"How 'bout that fellow who hosted
all those dating and newlywed game
shows? Not Jim Lange, the other
guy. Bob Eubanks. That man had
the best smile in the game show
business. 'Card Sharks' was cool,
too. I remember it 'cause it was
always on right before 'The Price Is

Right.' Oh, and 'Dream House.'
That was thirty minutes of solid entertainment. What other game show
offereda SanFemandoValleyranchstyle home as its grand prize?" Judy Benjamin, senior
Why put a Game Show Host Wax
Museum in Tacoma, Washingt
NGSHS director CoIm Fitzpat
offered this answer:
"Why not? Tacoma's got jus
many Bert Convy fans as the bigger
cities. You ask someone from here
if they remember 'Tattletales,' 'Super Password,' or 'Win, Lose or
Draw,' and they do. Chuck Wollery:
Tacomans love him. Bill Cullen:
Tacomans love him, too. Peter
Tomarken from 'Press Your Luck':
Tacomans eat him up. In fact, it's
the credo from that show, 'Press
Your Luck,' that determines our
choice of location: big bucks, no
whannnies."

Dionne Warwi(L in (OfljUfl(tiOfl with tkw
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Solid Oold Pre'dictions for 1995
Global Issues

'

Pope John Paul II will be replaced by Christopher Hewett, known worldwide as
TV's Mr. Belvedere.
In an effort to incase tourism, the Meditenean narion of Cyprus will chge its
name to Knott's Berry Island.
The 1995 Nobel Peace Prize will go to Moammar Quadaffi

1

•
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National Concerns
Vice President Al Gore will divorce wife Tipper and start dating all three members
of hip-hop supergroup SWV.
Los Angeles will face three natural disasters in 1995: famine, pestilence, and the L
untimely death of Xuxa.
Fotmer Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders will join the infomercial bandwagon selling Lincoln Logs.

Entertainment
"Late Night" sidekick Andy Richter will leave Conan's show and start his own sitcom entitled "The Richter Scale." In it, Richter will portray a successful
seismologist with a most unsuccessful love life, lone Skye will co-star as Margo, Richter's beautiful yet heartless landlord.
Next sport to go on strike: professional wrestling.
Country superstar Pam Tillis will hook up with Vince Neil to re-record Mötley CrUe's 1984 hit, "Too Young To Fall In Love."

Potpourri
In select areas, Vlasic will introduce Zesty Pickled Watermelon Rinds.
Aliens from a distant galaxy will finally admit they helped design the 1981 Subaru Brat.
David Koresh will rise from the dead, father forty more children, ascend into heaven, then return in late October 1995, claiming this time to be Papa Smurf.

question
1
VTEK
What would be a
cool Question of
the Week?

V

A

"What ao you thlnn was in "I-low come no one listens to
Marsales Wallace's briefcase?"—. our distinctive brand of hard
rock 'n' roll anymore?" —Jani
Saniuel L. Jackson
Lane, lead singer of Warrant

The Combat Zone is intended as a sat al work and, as such,
has been set oft from the rest of this paper. Resemblances to
any person, place. or Japanese port cit y without satirical intent
are strictly coincidental.
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"Jfpaidhandsomely, wouldyou
bathe myfootsies in a small tub
of baby oil?" —President Susan Redneck Pierce

What's the 'G' in the new 32cent stamp standfor?"
—Roland Beardsley,
average joe

the'Ti'all:We've upped our standards, so up yours!

